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About This Game

As John Singleton Mosby, one of the Civil War's most interesting and dynamic leaders, you are charged, not with leading vast
armies into battle, but with commanding small bands of skirmishers, scouts, and guerilla fighters on opportunistic missions to
scout, ambush, steal supplies, and harass a larger and better-armed force of Union soldiers, in this game of turn-based strategy

and real-time tactical combat for the PC.

Missions and their objectives are randomized, so you'll need to approach each game differently, carefully planning your strategy
for success. You draw your soldiers from local towns, then, through hard-won battlefield experience, transform them into

fighting men — scouts, cavalry, rangers, and riflemen. Between battles you'll invest in local towns, so they can serve as field
hospitals, stables and munitions caches, helping to keep your forces fit and able to fight, and so that they remain confident and

supportive of your ongoing efforts and willingly supply men to fight for your cause - and as the war rages on this becomes
increasingly challenging.

Throughout the campaign your progress is tracked, with a full report of your accomplishments provided at its completion. Can
you build a name for yourself, just like Mosby?

  

Turn-based Confederacy Level with unit and resource management 

Units live in towns that you can influence to support your goals
Availability of units for specific missions is dependent on their town's support for you
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Your interactions with towns, as well as casualties you send home to them, changes the face of the region

Real-time tactical combat missions

Enemy unit concentrations and mission objectives are randomized for replayability
Focus on reconnaissance and stealth tactics
Units under your command vary in terms of base stats as well as "attributes" they earn as they level
You choose who to take into combat and within a given mission you must work with those units to complete the mission
(there are no unit-spawning buildings that give you replacements in battle)

Randomized units that gain specializations over time with experience

Emphasis on each unit as a real soldier rather than the expendable, nameless units of a traditional RTS
Each campaign starts with a small group of veteran units mixed in with raw recruits whose homes are chosen at random
Though most of the units come into the world as raw recruits, your ability as a leader to cultivate them into effective
Rangers, Riflemen, Cavalrymen, and Scouts (each of which have their own strengths and weaknesses) will be key to
your success
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Looks way too simple, they could've added more detail to the scarf rather then just leaving it blank white. Save your money on
this one and get the clash pro league, looks way better than this imo.. Uplink, the 12-year old "hacking simulator", is possibly the
finest game of its type yet created. But it is definitely showing its age and I'm not averse to trying something new. On the face of
it, Hacker Evolution Duality looks to be an excellent successor to that beloved classic. But first appearances are frequently
misleading.

Hacker is not a game; it is a collection of dull and fiddly mini-games. While it has an excellent presentation, the gameplay itself
is nothing more than pushing a button at the right time; an uninteresting race against the clock that you need to repeat dozens of
times in each mission. It looks great - it has the appearance of Hollywood hacking nailed - but it quickly degenerates into
uninteresting repetitiveness. And just to make things even less fun, the controls were stiff and unresponsive; just the thing for a
game that demands quick reflexes. Despite its stylish gloss, the game fails to engage on almost every other levels and ultimately
is not particularly fun.. I love the mod but it has some cons

cons:
some maps could have more detail
the map layout could be better for some maps

pros:
the tanks are epic
the skins are very detailed

indifrent:
same guns.
. Not really interested in playing a game that looks and plays like this, the random generation of rooms is interesting but the
combat is just awful and unnecesarily hard while lacking anything to make the game exiting or fun at all.

I could understand making this a one hit kill game (or well, a 2 hit kill if you get protective items) if the combat system had
mostly ranged attacks that allowed you to be tactical and play it safe, but not when:

A) Most of the game is forcing you on doing meelee combat with bad controls and bad hit detection!

B) The game makes you depend on RNGesus to give you good items or locations.

C) It also depends on you knowing how each enemy attacks when there is so many of them with different patterns and
sometimes the attacks dont even get through! So you dont get enough time to learn how to fight them before they insta kill you.

D) It has a freaking time limit that forces you to rush head first into enemies making it easier to die, move too fast and reckless?
die because the enemies crush you, be too careful and take your time? die too, because time limit!

This game is too frustrating to be worth any time investment on completing it worth the pain.. Got called hacker few times,
Even mid game, some infantry skirmishes and then BUM!
Rrolling out 2 or 3 T34\/76 and a T70 in less than a minute.
10\/10. Blanco (Or At Least What I Have Played Of It So far)
Is a fantastic game That I wish I had found sooner

Of Course It Is still early access so a few bugs are present (You Can Get As Many Cards you Want In any level if you keep
coming back to it) But Other Then That It Really Is a fun Game If You like 3D platformers like super mario 64 and the like.

but it is not just the gameplay oh No This game also has a Great Soundtrack. I would say all the music I have heard so far is
either amazing or incredible (The Exception being the clocktower level which I feel was lacking With Its music)

And The "Story" Is Good For What It Is, Your A cube person and all the other cube people go on adventures to find their
colour, And While Its Decided For most by their name (Someone named blue tries to find blue Someone Named red Etc)
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Your father\/Caretaker\/TophatGuy Decideds to name you blanco, so you can decided what colour you want.

So Blanco Teleports to a forest circle and begins his amazing adventure to find his Colour Which I guess is the color Blanco
Which When I googled it seems to be white with a tad bit of gray.

The Game Also Has a shop but for now its semi barebones and also a card system where you collect cards and unlock stuff with
em

Also It Had some challenge to it as some of the platforming can be difficult (Personally I thought the enemies were pretty easy
to mess with except for the red bug guys)

All In All its a fantastic game so far And With its current price (3.29 But I got it on sale) How Can you not want blanco?
Of Course You Could not want blanco Or You Could leave a 5 dollar bill on the ground in a forest becuase those are on the
same level.

Personally Though I really Like games like this where even though it seems hardly anyone knows about it, in reality its a
fantastic game (Games Like David,Dark ball 2 Kharma) And I have to praise the maker And give him the best of luck to make
blanco even better then it already Is!. For Sodapoppin... $0.99 meme. I've got no clue what these other people are on about.
Some people have issues with the game not working, others are complaining about the contracts or about having to unlock
courses; I'm honestly left puzzled by most of these reviews. It's a bad thing that lootboxes don't mean a lot? Do you WANT a
pay to win game or a game that locks the good stuff behind some kind of gambling addiction causing wall? It's a bad thing that
not all tracks are unlocked immediately? Do you WANT the game to give you everything from the get go so that you don't have
to put in a little bit of effort to earn your stripes?

In my experience, this is a well-made, exciting game with a nice amount of fun tracks - although some of the harder tracks are
just slight edits of easier ones, which is a shame - which will result in a lot of frustration and relief. I'd definitely recommend it,
I'm having a blast playing.
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i stopped doing crack after i gotten addicted to this game. 8.5\/10. Ghost Recon Island Thunder is the second and last expansion
pack for Ghost Recon. This one was released in 2002, in same year as the first pack. It still feels like yet another mission pack,
not adding much. 8 more missions, more weapons, more multiplayer stuff. It also came out on Xbox. And there was some
edition of Ghost Recon with content of this pack for PS2 as well.

Well, seeing that multiplayer isn't a living thing, I don't think that you will care about whatever multiplayer new things, leaving
us with single-player content.

As for new game mechanics, well, I guess it retains unblowable enemy jeeps from Desert Siege. And that's about it. And I guess
that new specialist that has grenade launcher as primary weapon, which teammate AI never bothers to use. Oh, and stationary
grenade launchers that are placed in some levels, for usage by enemies. They just never place it to be useful for player, despite
letting him use them.
It's not like you will count intro cutscenes of each mission where they come in helicopter or a boat as a new mechanic.

As for 8 more missions, then eh, at this point it's more of same. Not as fun as Desert Siege, it mostly has more of missions in
style that annoyed me in original Ghost Recon. Like, having to know that there is enemy who is hard to see and can shoot you
down accurately somewhere at the edge of fog. It's a bit harder, with tree covers and such. Still quicksaving like no tommorow.

Plus it also got 5 more maps for Custom Missions, quite interesting ones. Actually, they put a new mode there, Defend, where
you must "defend the base". I think that previous expansion pack had it, but it was multiplayer-only deal.

Well, it's not amazing. But still good. Well, no, still fine. Even meh.. The game is really easy to pick up and play (keys E and R
to rotate the camera) and is really everything you would expect from a game of this type + a level creator that's really easy to
use. The game holds many of it's simple innovative features on it's sleeves, isometric perspective\/level creator and 3D levels are
all great additions that really set this apart.

The levels are really the best part of this many of them a treat to look at and the key focus of the game (seen as it is the levels
you are destroying) I have only unlocked 5 of the 15 levels to unlock, quite a few of the levels are pretty difficult and will take
multiple plays to get past but there is satisfaction in defeating that level that has really been giving you difficulty.

The music is very "chiptune"\/80\/90\/early gaming inspired (as are the sound effects) and this adds to the experience, but
maybe not to everyone's taste.

The level creator is easy to use, but would need sometime put into it to get the most from the features (I barely used what is
possible with the editor but still managed to get a playable level). You can share a screenshot of your level but there is no option
to share a level.. some objects hard some easy great play. Steam should remove the Linux version of this game, see the forum
for game-breaking bugs that the developer will be fixing 'next week'\/'soon' ... for far too many months now. No status updates,
no realistic timeline for patches, no good reason to keep the game installed hoping for the mythical bugfix.

Cannot comment on the actual game though as it's somewhat hard to play it when you cannot even read mission objectives..
Cool game, I completed a dozen of levels on one breath. I would recomend to authors to add some diversity into gameplay, like
several types of stones, maybe different types of catapults etc.. Tried to land 5 planes in the tutorial.. crashed them all. Got dizzy
and wobbly.. Cursed... Wrote this review

This game is unplayable . The biggest issue being that the camera doesnt track with the plane... I dont know whats going on with
that. But you press the bumper and it will put your view behind the pkane again, but as soon as you turn, the camera stop
tracking..

This game got me crazy dizzy. I think the only other game to get me feeling ill was Minecraft on Occulus VR
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